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C. R. Borges [2] compact, let U X1 ,..., U Xn cover f' 1 (y) . Pick 7 £ T such that 7 > / ? X l , . . . , 7 > /3 I n .
Since / is closed there exists an open neighbourhood U of y such that f~1(U) C U Xt U . . . U U Xn . It follows that A = ({x v \v£T,v> 7})" C X -f'^U), which implies that y g ({y v | u £ T,v > 7})" = /(-A), a contradiction (because Emt/, =2/).
The PROOF: Clearly, each p " 1^) = X x {y} is compact. Also, for any net {y v } V £ A in Y converging to y £ Y and any z v 6 X, v € A, we get immediately {(»:",t/,,)},, 6A has a cluster point (x,y) where a; is a cluster point for {x v } veA in X. By Theorem 1, p is closed, which completes the proof. |
